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Most retinitis pigmentosa (RP) mutations arise in
rod photoreceptor genes, leading to diminished pe-
ripheral and nighttime vision. Using a pig model of
autosomal-dominant RP, we show glucose becomes
sequestered in the retinal pigment epithelium (RPE)
and, thus, is not transported to photoreceptors. The
resulting starvation for glucose metabolites impairs
synthesis of cone visual pigment-rich outer segments
(OSs), and then their mitochondrial-rich inner seg-
ments dissociate. Loss of these functional structures
diminishes cone-dependent high-resolution central
vision, which is utilized for most daily tasks. By trans-
planting wild-type rods, to restore glucose transport,
or directly replacing glucose in the subretinal space,
to bypass its retention in the RPE, we can regenerate
cone functional structures, reactivating the dormant
cells. Beyond providing metabolic building blocks
for cone functional structures, we show glucose in-
duces thioredoxin-interacting protein (Txnip) to regu-
late Akt signaling, thereby shunting metabolites to-
ward aerobic glucose metabolism and regenerating
cone OS synthesis.
INTRODUCTION
Mutations in rod-specific genes in retinitis pigmentosa (RP) lead
to diminished peripheral vision and dark adaptation (i.e., night-
time vision). Viral gene replacement therapy is showing promise
in complementing recessive and X-linked mutations (Bainbridge
et al., 2015; Beltran et al., 2015; Jacobson et al., 2015). However,
dominant-acting mutations are more complex to treat with gene
therapy (Boye et al., 2013). Many dominant mutations arise in the
rod opsin RHO (Morrow et al., 1998; van Soest et al., 1999).
Mutant RHO becomes trapped in the endoplasmic reticulum
(ER) and the rods eventually undergo apoptosis (Roof et al.,372 Cell Reports 15, 372–385, April 12, 2016 ª2016 The Authors
This is an open access article under the CC BY license (http://creative1994; Price et al., 2011; Sakami et al., 2011). With rod degener-
ation, cone photoreceptors begin to lose function. Cones
concentrated in the macula are responsible for high-resolution
daylight vision utilized for reading, facial recognition, and other
daily tasks, and their loss of function is the most debilitating
aspect of RP. This diminished cone function is highlighted by
loss of functional structures, including visual pigment-rich outer
segments (OSs) andmitochondrial-rich inner segments (ISs) (Cai
et al., 2014; Litts et al., 2015;Wong and Kwok, 2016). Despite the
loss of functional structures, there is long-term persistence of
macular cone cell bodies consisting of little more than a nucleus
in RP patients that have been referred to as dormancy (Lin et al.,
2009; Busskamp et al., 2010, 2012; Sahel et al., 2013; Wong and
Kwok, 2016). Although neuroprotective agents show promise in
delaying onset of cone dormancy in RP animal models, they do
not cause reassembly of cone ISs or reactivation of OS synthesis
and, thus, restoration of electrophysiologic function in dormant
cones (Sahel et al., 2013). However, the persistence of dormant
cones in RP patients and animal models raises the possibility
that endogenous pathways for IS assembly and OS synthesis
might be subject to reactivation in these cells.
Photoreceptors are among themostmetabolically active cells,
and, like other neurons, they depend on glucose (Hurley et al.,
2015), which appears to be used primarily in normal cones for
OS synthesis (Aı¨t-Ali et al., 2015). Circulating glucose from the
choriod is transported to the retinal pigment epithelium (RPE)
and then into the subretinal space for uptake by a Glut1 complex
on photoreceptor ISs (Gospe et al., 2010; Aı¨t-Ali et al., 2015).
Recent studies suggest the thioredoxin family member rod-
derived cone viability factor (RdCVF) can promote glucose up-
take into cones in cell culture (Aı¨t-Ali et al., 2015), and its overex-
pression in the subretinal space is neuroprotective and can delay
transition to cone dormancy in rodent RP models (Byrne et al.,
2015; Sahel et al., 2013). But, it is unclear whether these neuro-
protective effects in vivo are linked to the promotion of glucose
uptake seen in cell culture.
We have developed a pig model of autosomal-dominant RP
where cones are concentrated in a visual streak and transition
to dormancy with rod degeneration (Hendrickson and Hicks,commons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
Figure 1. RHO+ OSs Form Initially in WT and
P23H Embryonic Retinas, but P23H RHO
Becomes Sequestered in ISs Shortly after
Birth, Where It Aggregates with WT RHO
to Cause Its Dominant Retention in ISs,
Thereby Causing Loss of Rod OSs
(A) Immunostaining of a P23H retinal section
at E105 (gestation in the pig is 113 days)
showing RHO+ OSs. Calnexin is an ERmarker that
denotes ISs.
(B) By P2 in the P23H retina, RHO is becoming
trapped in calnexin+ rod ISs.
(C) Both mutant and WT RHO are sequestered in
many calnexin+ rod ISs at P3 in P23H retinas.
(D) TEM shows loss of rod OSs and onset of cone
OS loss at P3 in P23H retinas. E, cone ellipsiod
containing mitochondria.
(E) RHO+ OSs persist and extend after birth in WT
retinas.
(F) By P7, P23H rod ISs collapse to a perinuclear
calnexin+, RHO+ structure.
(G) RHO+ rods are lost in the P23H retina by P30.
RIS, rod IS; CIS, cone IS; blue, DAPI. Scale bars
represent 2 mm in the TEM in (D) and 30 mm in other
panels.
See Figure S1 for quantification of rodOSs and rod
cell loss and for quantification of cone OS loss.2002; Ross et al., 2012; Scott et al., 2014). Our results provide ev-
idence that glucose becomes sequestered in the RPE and is not
transported to photoreceptors in the RP retina. Transplant of
wild-type (WT) rod precursors restored glucose transport to pho-
toreceptors, re-establishing cone OS synthesis and electrophys-
iologic function. Likewise, direct injection of glucose into the sub-
retinal space, to bypass its retention in the RPE, rapidly restored
coneOSsynthesis andelectrophysiologic function in the absence
of rods. Beyond simply providing metabolites for the synthesis of
OS, we present evidence that glucose directs its own metabolic
pathway in cones.Weshow that constitutiveAkt activation,which
is ahallmarkof cancer cells that drivesanaerobicmetabolism (i.e.,
the Warburg effect) (Chen et al., 2008; Hui et al., 2008; Cerniglia
et al., 2015; Warburg, 1956), also highlights dormant cones.
Glucose induction of thioredoxin-interacting protein (Txnip), the
most highly glucose-inducible gene identified to date, regulates
Akt activity to divert cells toward aerobic glucose metabolism
and fatty acid synthesis (Chen et al., 2008; Hui et al., 2008; Cerni-
glia et al., 2015). We provide evidence in cones that glucose in-
duction of Txnip is key to regulating Akt activity and directing
glucose metabolism toward OS synthesis.
RESULTS
A Pig Model of Autosomal-Dominant RP with
Progressive Loss of Cone Function
The most common autosomal-dominant mutation in North
America responsible for RP is a P23H mutation in RHO. As in
RP patients, P23H RHO pigs initially form rod OSs (Figures 1A
and S1). We then followed changes in outer retinal histology in
the region of the cone-rich visual streak. While WT rod OSs
rapidly extend after birth, P23H RHO begins to be trapped in
rod ISs at postnatal day (P)2, and by P3 WT RHO was trappedin the ER of ISs along with P23H RHO, correlating with loss of
rod OSs in the mutant pigs (Figures 1B–1E and S1; Saliba
et al., 2002; Tam et al., 2010). Then at P7, in many rods the IS
ER collapsed into the cell body and both P23H and WT RHO
became confined to a perinuclear ER-like structure (Figure 1F,
top, middle, and bottom). By P30, RHO expression was lost
and the outer nuclear layer (ONL) was reduced to approximately
two rows (Figure 1G). In the pig, the outer two rows of the ONL
are comprised only of cones (Figure 2A; Wang et al., 2014).
Although coneOSswere similar in P23H andWT littermates prior
to birth (Figure S1), following the trapping of RHO in the ER and,
in turn, loss of rod OSs initiating at P2 in the P23H retina (Figures
1B–1D and S1), cone OS truncation and loss were already
evident in many cones at P3 (Figures 1D and S1).
By P14, cone OS loss progressed and most cone OSs were
lost by P30 (Figures 2B–2F and S1). At P30, cones comprised
most of the ONL, and any persisting rod cell bodies lacked
RHO expression and showed compacted, dense nuclei (Figures
1G and 2F). By P60, all rod cell bodies were lost and theONLwas
comprised only of cones with ISs, but no OSs (Figure 2G). At
P120, the cone IS cilium was lost (Figure 2H). By P130, the ER
marker calnexin migrated from its normal position in the IS to a
perinuclear location in the cell body, and, likewise, mitochondria
normally concentrated in the IS ellipsoid also migrated to a peri-
nuclear postion (Figures 2I–2K’), reflecting disassembly of these
functional components of the IS. But, despite this loss of bothOS
and IS structures, cone cell bodies persisted for at least 4 years
in P23H retinas. We concluded that transition to cone dormancy
is a two-step process highlighted first by immediate initiation of
loss in cone OS synthesis with rod OS loss, which preceded any
decrease in rod cell number. Following a protracted 4-month
period, the ER and mitochondria in cone ISs migrated into the
cell body (which we refer to hereafter as cone IS disassembly),Cell Reports 15, 372–385, April 12, 2016 373
Figure 2. Loss of Cone OS Synthesis Initi-
ates with Rod OS Loss in P23H Pigs
following Birth, and Then, 4 Months Later,
ISs Disassemble
(A) Interaction of long rod OSs (white arrows) with
the RPE inWTP14 pig retina. Shorter coneOSs are
shown by yellow arrows. Note, cones are confined
to the two outer rows of the ONL, whereas NRL+
rods are limited to the inner ONL rows in pigs.
(B) Long cone OSs in the WT P14 pig retina.
(B’) A higher magnification of the boxed region
from (B) is shown.
(C) By P14, P23H have diminished OS synthesis
and persisting OSs are shortened (see Figure S1
for quantification).
(C’) A higher magnification of the boxed region
from (C) is shown.
(D) TEM showing diminished cone OSs in P23H
pigs at P14. E, cone ellipsiod containing mito-
chondria.
(E) Cones continue to lose opsin+ OS at P30. See
Figure S1 for quantification.
(F) The ONL at P30 consists primarily of cones,
and persisting rods (arrows) show compacted
dense nuclei.
(G) By P60, the P23H ONL is comprised only of
cones (noted by their distinctive nuclear ellipsoid
shape and chromatin staining pattern), which lack
OSs but maintain ISs.
(H) At P120, cone ISs are compressed and the cilium (arrow) is lost. N, cone nucleus; M, mitochondria.
(I) H&E section shows loss of both OSs and ISs in the one to two rows of dormant cones persisting at P130.
(J) Immunostaining for the ER marker calnexin demonstrates ER collapse into the cell body at P130.
(K) TEM shows migration of mitochondria from the ISs to perinuclear postions (arrows) at P130.
(K’) A higher magnification of the boxed region from (K) is shown.
Scale bar (in the TEM), 2 mm; other scale bars represent 30 mm.reflecting end-stage cone dormancy. Thus, the P23H pig repre-
sents a large animal model of autosomal-dominant RP, where
cones are concentrated into a visual streak and their transition
to dormancy in this region initiates with the onset of rod degen-
eration following birth.
Transplanted WT Rod Precursors Preserve Endogenous
Cone OSs and Electrophysiologic Function
We asked whether transplantation of WT rod precursors might
preserve endogenous cone OSs and electrophysiology in
P23H pigs. For these studies, we initially utilized rod precursors
from embryonic day (E)65 GFP+ pigs (gestation is 113 days).
Cone precursors differentiate before rod precursors in the pig,
and we have demonstrated previously that by E65 the remaining
photoreceptor precursors in the pig retina are almost solely
committed to the rod lineage, and these E65 cells formed
RHO+ OSs following transplant into the subretinal space (Wang
et al., 2014). Cells (53 105) were injected in 50 ml into the subre-
tinal space beneath the visual streak of one eye of P23H pigs at
P14, as we previously described in detail, and pigs were as-
sessed for cone electrophysiologic function, using electroreti-
nography (ERG) under daylight (photopic) conditions, and then
for retinal histology and immunostaining at P60 (Wang et al.,
2011, 2014; Zhou et al., 2011; Experimental Procedures).
Contralateral eyes were used as a sham transplant control
with injections of diluent alone. GFPwas used to follow the trans-374 Cell Reports 15, 372–385, April 12, 2016planted cells. We found that these GFP+ transplanted cells either
integrated into the ONL or formed a monolayer apposed to the
ONL (Figures 3A, 3B’, and S2). In either case, the transplanted
cells formed long RHO+ OSs extending to the RPE (Figures 3A,
3B’, and S2). Transplant sites were500 mm in diameter, and se-
rial 20-mm sections were analyzed in four directional vectors
throughout each site to evaluate the number of GFP+ cells with
RHO+ OSs, as we have described previously (Wang et al.,
2014; Experimental Procedures). We found an average of
5,433 ± 733 GFP+ cells with RHO+ OSs per injection site
(n = 5). By contrast, only 421 ± 408 GFP+/Cone Opsin+ cells
were seen, again emphasizing that most of the precursors per-
sisting at E65 are committed to the rod lineage, as noted above.
Additionally, we found < 100 GFP+ cells that did not express
RHO or cone opsin, indicating that most cells expressed RHO
following transplant. Next we attempted to transplant more cells,
but with 1 3 106 cells we found many of the cells formed aggre-
gates in the subretinal space (Figure S2). Although GFP+ cells
within these aggregrates expressed RHO, the cells failed to
extend OSs toward the RPE (Figure S2).
We found that monolayers of transplanted GFP+ cells extend-
ing RHO+ OSs, resulting from the transplant of 5 3 105 cells,
maintained endogenous (GFP) cone OSs out to a distance of
1,000 mm from the transplant site (Figures 3C–3E and S2). No
effect on cone OSs was seen with the sham transplant (Fig-
ure 3F), nor was an effect evident when 1 3 106 cells were
Figure 3. Transplantation of WT GFP+ Rod
Precursors into the Subretinal Space of
P23H Pigs Preserves Endogenous Cone
OSs and Electrophysiology
(A) Rod precursors were transplanted in the region
of the visual streak in P23H pigs at P14 and
assessment was at P60. Representative immu-
nostaining for RHO is shown.
(B) Immunostaining for RHO in (A) is shown with
GFP expression. Note GFP+-transplanted rod
precursors integrate into the ONL and form long
RHO+ OSs at the injection site.
(B’) A higher power magnification of the region
denoted by the arrow in (B) is shown.
(C) Endogenous cone OSs (GFP) in transplant
recipients, but not controls, are maintained at a
distance of 400–600 mm, but not 1,200–1,400 mm,
from the injection site.
(D) Co-immunostaining for Ccalnexin, which
marks the ER in ISs, shows opsin expression is
confined to OS.
(E) Opsin immunostaining is lost at a distance of
1,200–1,400 mm from the transplant site. Note that
GFP+ transplanted cells are evident at this posi-
tion. Also, see Figures S2–S4.
(F) Quantification of cone number, cone ISs, and
cone OSs following rod precursor transplant.
Although P23H pigs at P60 lack cone OSs, based
on cone OS number and SD in WT pigs (see Fig-
ures 4H and 6K), we calculated that four samples
would be required to observe a 50% change in
cone OS number with a power of 0.95. Cone his-
tology was then analyzed in four vectors (inferior,
superior, temporal, and nasal) from each transplant site (n = 5). Also, see Figure S4. Vectors from the transplant sites were then averaged. Error bars are SDs.
Note, sham transplants in the contralateral eyes had no significant effect on cone OSs.
(G) Transplantation of GFP+ rod precursors into the subretinal space of P23H pigs preserves mfERG. Initial trough-to-peak amplitudes of b-wave signals (n1-p1)
in hexagons surrounding injection sites were averaged. See Figure S2 for representativemfERGs and areas used for quantification. Error bars are SDs. Scale bars
represent 30 mm.transplanted and aggregrates formed in the subretinal space
(Figure S2). Consistent with maintenance of endogenous cone
OSs by monolayers of transplanted cells, cone electrophysi-
ology was increased in regions surrounding these transplant
sites using photopic multifocal ERG (mfERG) (Figures 3G
and S2). However, we did not observe a reproducible effect of
transplanted rods on the photopic full-field ERG (ffERG), which
measures the global electrophysiologic response (i.e., the entire
retina).
We have described generation and efficient differentiation of
induced pluripotent stem cells (iPSCs) derived from GFP+ pig
skin fibroblasts into rod precursors in culture (Zhou et al.,
2011). We found that 34% ± 6% of the differentiating iPSCs in
culture expressed the rod precursor marker NRL and 27% ±
7% expressed RCVRN, but only 8% ± 3% of the cells in culture
expressed the terminal rod differentiation marker RHO (Zhou
et al., 2011). Such Nrl+, Rho rod precursors in the mouse
were found to most efficiently integrate into the retina and go
on to express Rho+ OSs following subretinal transplant, and
we previously found that these differentiated pig iPSCs formed
RHO+ OSs following subretinal transplant. Therefore, we asked
whether injection of GFP+-differentiated iPSCs would mimic
the E65 rod precursors and preserve cone OSs and mfERG in
P23H pigs. As with E65 rod precursors, endogenous cone OSswere preserved out to 1,000 mm from the iPSC injection site,
whereas the sham transplant in the contralateral eye had no
similar effect (Figure S3). Consistent with preservation of cone
OSs, the photopic mfERG was maintained only in regions sur-
rounding injection sites (Figure S3).
Together these findings provide evidence that transplantation
of WT rod precursors into the visual streak at P14 can delay tran-
sition of cones to dormancy in regions surrounding transplant
sites in a pig model of dominant RP. This effect was not simply
linked to the number of transplanted cells, but instead to the abil-
ity of the cells to form amonolayer and extend RHO+OSs toward
the RPE.
Transplanted Rod Precursors Reactivate End-Stage
Dormant Cones, Restoring IS Assembly, OS Synthesis,
and Electrophysiologic Function
Next, we transplanted 53 105 E65 GFP+ rod precursors into the
subretinal space of P23H pigs at 18 months of age, where
dormant cones lacking both ISs and OSs were the only cells re-
maining in the ONL of the visual streak. Again, monolayers of
transplanted GFP+/RHO+ cells with long OSs were evident at in-
jection sites (Figure 4A, top and bottom). Notably, calnexin+ ISs
and cone opsin+ OSswere restored in endogenous cones in a re-
gion extending out to 1,200 mm from transplant sites (FiguresCell Reports 15, 372–385, April 12, 2016 375
Figure 4. Glucose Becomes Sequestered in the RPE and Is Not Transported to Photoreceptors in the P23H Retina
Transplant of GFP+ rod precursors restores cone access to glucose and reverses end-stage cone dormancy, restoring cone inner segments (CISs), cone outer
segment (COSs), and electrophysiology in the P23H retina
(A) E65 rod precursors (5 3 105) were transplanted subretinally at two separate sites in the visual streak of 18-month-old P23H pigs, as in Figure 3, and
assessment was done 5 weeks later. Immunostaining shows the GFP+-transplanted cells formed a monolayer, extending long RHO+ OSs to the RPE at sites of
injection. Yellow arrows indicate GFP+ nuclei in transplanted cells extending RHO+ OSs in the higher power images on the right (n = 4).
(A’) GFP expression is shown along with RHO immunostaining in the section in (A). Note that GFP+-transplanted cells formed a monolayer, extending long RHO+
OSs to the RPE at sites of injection. Also, see Figures S2 and S3.
(B) H&E section shows restoration of endogenous CISs and COSs in the region 400–600 mm from the injection site.
(C) Calnexin staining highlights CISs and cone opsin staining shows OSs in this region.
(D) H&E section showing cone ISs are maintained out to 1,400 mm from the cell injection site, whereas OS restoration is lost at this distance.
(E) Immunostaining of a section adjacent to that in (A) shows that opsin is confined to calnexin+ IS.
(F) Txnip induction marks restored CISs whereas opsin marks restored COS at 400–600 mm from the injection site.
(G) Txnip induction continues to mark restored CIS persisting at 1200–1400 mm from the injection site. But opsin+ COS are lost at this location.
(J and K) Representative photopic flicker ffERG is shown before and after cell transplant.
(L) Immunostaining shows Txnip is not expressed in the WT retain before birth at E105.
(M) Immunostaining showing Txnip is induced in the WT retina shortly after birth at P3.
(M’) A higher power magnification of (M) is shown.
(N) Double immunostaining for RHO and Txnip in theWT retain at P3 shows Txnip is induced in CISs (the ellipsoid where mitochondria are concentrated) following
birth, but it is not induced in rods.
(O) Immunostaining showing Txnip is not induced in the P23H retina at P3.
(P) Real-time PCR shows relatively low levels of Txnip mRNA in P23H neural retina at P14 and in primary cultures of RPE and Muller cells (also see
Figure S6).
(Q–T’) Fluorescent 2-deoxy-glucose was injected in the tail vein of P23H Rho knockin mice (S–T’, n = 4) and WT littermates (Q–R’, n = 4) at P35, and frozen eye
sections were analyzed 1 hr later. Scale bars represent 30 mm.
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4B–4H, S3, and S4). Although cone OSs diminished at 1,200 mm,
with cone opsin becoming confined to calnexin+ ISs at this loca-
tion, calnexin+ ISs persisted out to 1,600 mm (Figures 4B–4H),
demonstrating that reassembly of ISs can occur in the absence
of, and thus be dissociated from, reactivation of OS synthesis.
Photopic mfERGs surrounding transplant sites showed an in-
crease, correlating with endogenous cone OS restoration (Fig-
ures 4I and S3). These results provide evidence that transplant
of rod precursors into a rodless retina locally restores cone
ISs, OSs, and, in turn, cone electrophysiologic function, thus
reversing end-stage dormancy.When rodprecursorswere trans-
planted into two sites within the visual streak in these experi-
ments, we observed an increase in the amplitude of the photopic
b-wave and flicker response in the ffERG (Figures 4J and 4K).
These results provide evidence that increasing the number of
cell transplant sites produces an additive effect, leading to an
observable increase in cone electrophysiology in the full retina.
It is of note that a background photopic ffERG signal persisted
in the P23H pigs, despite the loss of cone OSs and ISs in the vi-
sual streak (Figures 4J and 4K). Cone density in the domestic pig
is 39,000 cones/mm2 in the streak versus 8,500 cones/mm2 in
the peripheral retina (Chandler et al., 1999). Thus, there are a
substantial number of cones outside the streak in the peripheral
retina. Likewise, although cones are concentrated centrally in
the human macula, there is also a high concentration of cones
in a 1-mm band at the peripheral edge of the retina, where
cone density rises 3-fold and rod density diminishes 10-fold (Wil-
liams, 1991). We then examined the peripheral retina in P23H
pigs. Although rods were diminished by P30 in the visual streak
(Figure 1G), rod degeneration was delayed in the peripheral
retina, where rod OSs were still evident at P60 and cone OSs
and ISs persisted (Figure S4). Rods were eventually lost by
P130 in the peripheral retina, but cone ISs and OSs were main-
tained in this region as P23H pigs aged (Figure S4). It is unclear
why cone functional structures are maintained in the absence of
rods in the peripheral retina, but it might be related to lower cone
density in this region and, thus, less competition for available
glucose (see below). It is not possible to measure mfERG in
the peripheral retina; however, we suggest that persistence of
cone functional structures in the peripheral retina is responsible
for the background photopic ffERG that persists after cones in
the visual streak become dormant. Indeed, the mfERG in the vi-
sual streak was low and near the threshold of detection (Fig-
ure 4I), further suggesting that the persisting ffERG signal is
not arising from the streak. Nevertheless, despite the back-
ground ERG signal arising from peripheral cones, two transplant
sites within the streak were able to increase the ffERG.
Rod Loss Appears to Limit Cone Access to Glucose
Our results above demonstrated that transplant of rod precusors
restores cone IS assembly and OS synthesis, thereby reversing
cone dormancy in the visual streak of the P23H retina. These
findings demonstrate rods are doing more than simply delaying
cone transition to dormancy. We then wondered if these trans-
planted rods might be affecting access of dormant cones to
glucose. To begin testing this model, we initially examined
expression of Txnip, the most highly glucose-inducible gene
identified to date, which regulates the balance between anaer-obic and aerobic metabolism that is classically altered in dia-
betes and cancer (Xu et al., 2013a, 2013b; Yoshioka et al.,
2012; DeBalsi et al., 2014; see also Figure 7A). We found that
Txnip was induced at birth in WT pigs in the ellipsoid of cone
ISs, where mitochondria are concentrated, and persisted in the
adult (Figures 4L–4O; results not shown). Txnip was not detected
in rods or the RPE and Txnip mRNA was low in RPE and Muller
cells in primary culture (Figure 4P). In contrast to WT pigs, rod
OSs are lost following birth in the P23H retina as the light-
induced conformation change in P23HRHO causes it to become
trapped in the ER (Saliba et al., 2002; Figures 1B–1D and S1),
and Txnip was not evident in cones of P23H pigs at any age (Fig-
ure 4O; results not shown). Additionally, Txnip mRNA was low in
the P23H retina compared to WT (Figure 4P). These results
examining the glucose sensor Txnip provided initial evidence
that cone access to glucose in vivo is somehow dependent
upon WT rods.
Glucose Becomes Sequestered in the RPE and Is Not
Transported to Photoreceptors in the P23H Retina
Next we followed glucose transport from the circulation into
photoreceptors in vivo utilizing fluorescently labeled 2-deoxy-
glucose (Figures 4Q–T’). For these experiments, we turned to
the P23H Rho knockin mouse, where retinal tissue can be
quickly frozen and rapidly cut and analyzed before glucose diffu-
sion occurs. Two sources supply blood to the mammalian retina.
Choroidal vessels maintain the outer retina (photoreceptors),
whereas the central retinal artery from the optic nerve head sup-
plies blood to the inner retina. As opposed to the direct inner
retinal circulation, glucose from the choroid is transported first
to the RPE and then from the RPE into the subretinal space,
where it is taken up into photoreceptors via Glut1 receptor com-
plexes on ISs (Aı¨t-Ali et al., 2015).
Mice where the P23H Rho mutation was knocked into one
allele and WT littermate controls (Sakami et al., 2011) were in-
jected with 150 ml 10 mM 2-deoxy-glucose in the tail vein at
P35 (n = 5). At this time, the ONL was maintained, rods were
beginning to show shortening of their OSs, and cones appeared
histologically normal (Figures 4Q and 4S). Previous studies in
mice showed peak uptake of fluoresecently labled glucose
from the circulation into tissues between 45min and 1 hr after in-
jection, with subsequent loss of tissue labeling after this time
point (Rajaram et al., 2013; Frees et al., 2014). Therefore, we fol-
lowed uptake into the eye at 15 min, 1 hr, and 2 hr after injection,
as described (Rajaram et al., 2013; Frees et al., 2014). We did not
observe uptake at 15min and by 2 hr glucose fluorescence in the
eye had already diminished (results not shown). After 1 hr, label-
ing of the inner retina appeared similar in the WT and mutant
mice; however, there was a dramatic difference in labeling of
the outer retina (Figures 4R, top and bottom, and 4T, top and
bottom). Both rod and cone ISs were highly labeled in the WT
retina but they were not labeled in the P23H retina. By contrast,
the RPE was highly labeled in the P23H retina whereas little la-
beling of RPE was evident in the WT retina. We concluded that
delivery of glucose to the inner retina is not affected in the
P23H retina, but, with the onset of rod OS shortening, glucose
accumulates in the RPE and is no longer transported to either
rod or cone photoreceptors in the P23H retina.Cell Reports 15, 372–385, April 12, 2016 377
Figure 5. Subretinal Glucose Injection
Rapidly Reactivates Cone OS Synthesis; In-
duces Txnip, Fatty Acid Synthesis Enzymes,
and miR-183; and Restores Photopic ffERG
to a WT Level in P23H Retinas
(A) Glucose was injected at P45 and eyes were
examined 3 days after injection. Sham indicates
injection of control media into the contralateral eye.
Scale bars represent 40 mm. Representative H&E,
immunostaining, and in situ hybridization after
glucose injection show that OSs are restored and
Txnip, FAS, ACC, and miR-183 are induced in
endogenouscones in the regionof the injectionsite.
(B) Quantification of immunostaining and in situ hy-
bridization are as in (A), as described in Figures 3, 4,
S4, andS5 (n = 4). Error bars are SDs; p < 0.01 for all
comparisons between glucose and sham injection.
(C) Subretinal glucose injection restores mfERG.
Quantification of mfERG signals in hexagons sur-
rounding injection sites is shown. Representative
mfERGsare shown inFigureS5. Error bars areSDs.
(D) Representative photopic ffERG (photopic flash
and flicker) before and after glucose injection. WT
littermate ffERGs are shown for comparison. As
with mfERG in (C), sham injection did not increase
the ffERG.
(E) Representative photopic flicker ffERG before
and after glucose injection.Transplanted Rod Precursors Restore Cone Access to
Glucose
We then wondered if transplanted rods were restoring access of
dormant cones to glucose. Indeed, we found that Txnip was
induced in endogenous cone ISs following rod precursor trans-
plants into 18-month-old P23H pigs (Figures 4F–4H and S3).
This Txnip induction surrounded the injection site and correlated
with regeneration of endogenous ISs and Opsin+ OSs. Likewise,
we also observed Txnip induction in endogenous cone ISs in a
similar pattern when rod precursors were transplanted into the
subretinal space at P14. Based on this induction of Txnip, we
concluded that transplantation of rod precursors was likely
restoring cone access to glucose in a radius corresponding to
1,200 mm around the transplant site, and this glucose access
is closely linked to restoration of endogenous cone OS
synthesis.
Subretinal Glucose Replacement in a Rodless Retina
Reactivates Cone OS Synthesis and Induces Txnip, the
miR96/182/183 Cluster, and Fatty Acid Synthesis
Enzymes
Taken together, the above results provided evidence that
glucose becomes sequestered in the RPE and is not delivered
to photoreceptors in the P23H retina. Transplant of WT rod pre-
cursors appeared to restore glucose transport to cones, reacti-
vating OS synthesis and electrophysiologic function in the
dormant cells. We then wondered if injection of glucose into
the subretinal space in the visual streak would bypass its
sequesteration in the RPE and reverse cone dormancy.
Glucose has been delivered subretinally at a concentration of
280mMwith no evident effect on retinal histology or ERG (Penha
et al., 2007). We anticipated that achieving a concentration of378 Cell Reports 15, 372–385, April 12, 20161–3 mM glucose in the subretinal space would be sufficient
for cone function (Penha et al., 2007), and this would occur in
a gradient as concentrated glucose diffused from the injec-
tion site. Therefore, we injected glucose at a concentration of
280 mM in a 50 ml volume into the subretinal region of the visual
streak in P23H pigs at P45, when rods are lost and cones retain
ISs, but not OSs. Media were injected as a control in the
contralateral eye. After 3 days, we compared retinal histology
and immunostaining in the glucose-injected and sham control
eyes. We found that Opsin+ cone OSs were restored in an
1,500 mm radius from the site of glucose injection, and we
observed glucose induction of Txnip paralleling this cone OS
restoration (Figures 5A and 5B).
Our results above implied that glucose in cones is being uti-
lized for OS synthesis. Long-chain fatty acids are essential com-
ponents of OSs, and key enzymes in the fatty acid synthesis
pathway are known to be regulated by glucose. Acetyl-CoA
carboxylase (ACC) catalyzes the carboxylation of acetyl-CoA
to malonyl-CoA. Then, fatty acid synthase (FAS) catalyzes the
formation of fatty acids from acetyl-CoA, malonyl-CoA, and
NADPH. These fatty acid synthesis pathway enzymes are
induced by glucose via carbohydrate response element-binding
protein (ChREBP), a glucose-responsive transcription factor,
and a second transcription factor, sterol response element-bind-
ing protein (SREBP), whose expression also is induced by
glucose/insulin (Lumayag et al., 2013; Jeon et al., 2013; Xu
et al., 2013b; Busskamp et al., 2014). SREBP entry into the nu-
cleus and its turnover has been shown to be regulated by
Fbxw7 and Insig2 in the liver, which limits its activity (Figure S5;
Jeon et al., 2013). Within a positive feedback loop, SREBP in-
duces the microRNA (miRNA) cluster of miR96/182/183, which
in turn targets Fbxw7 and Insig2 to fully activate SREBP. These
miRNAs are transcribed as a single transcript, which is then pro-
cessed to the individual miRNAs. Importantly, knockdown or
mutation of this cluster leads to loss of cone OSs and electro-
physiology (Busskamp et al., 2014). Conversely, forced expres-
sion was sufficient to trigger cone OS synthesis in embryonic
stem cells undergoing photoreceptor differentiation in culture
(Busskamp et al., 2014). However, it has not been investigated
wherther regulation of SREBP by miR96/182/183 is the reason
the cluster is critical for cone OS synthesis and function.
We followed miR183 expression by in situ hybridization, as
representative of the miR96/182/183 cluster transcript, and
FAS and ACC by immunostaining (Figures 5A and 5B). We found
that miR183 was absent in cones of P23H pigs at P45, but it was
rapidly induced by glucose in these cells within 3 days after injec-
tion. This glucose induction of miR183 paralleled that of Txnip
and cone OS regeneration extending from the site of glucose in-
jection (Figure 5B). We found that ACC and FAS also were
induced in endogenous cones in P23H pigs adjacent to trans-
planted rods, as well as when glucose was injected into the sub-
retinal space (Figures 5A and 5B; results not shown).
We concluded that retention of glucose by the RPE in the
P23H retina causes loss of cone OS synthesis, leading to
dormancy. Glucose not only provides metabolites for cone OS
formation, it also induces the fatty acid synthesis pathway, which
we suggest directs thesemetabolites toward OS synthesis in the
cells.
Glucose Replacement Restores Dormant Cone
Electrophysiology in P23H Pigs to a WT Level
Consistent with restoration of cone OS synthesis, we found that
glucose injection into the subretinal space in the region of the
streak at P45 in the P23H retina increased the photopic mfERG
in the region of the injection, even though rods were absent in
this region (Figures 5C, 1G, and S1). Injection of control media
into the contralateral eye did not affect the mfERG. As with rod
precursor transplants above, subretinal injection of glucose
into two sites increased the photopic ffERG (Figures 5D and
5E). Notably, this ffERG response was more robust than that
seen following rod precursor transplant (Figures 4J and 4K),
leading to rapid restoration of the photopic ffERG to a level
similar to that seen in WT littermates (Figures 5D and 5E).
Notably, this reactivation of dormant cone OS synthesis and
electrophysiology by glucose in the absence of rods has not
been seen with any neuroprotective agent to date.
IS Disassembly Is a Barrier to Glucose-Induced
Reactivation of OS Synthesis in End-Stage Dormant
Cones
The above results demonstrated that glucose replacement in the
subretinal space was sufficient to rapidly reactivate cone OS
synthesis and electrophysiologic function in the P23H retina,
but these studies were done at P45, prior to the loss of cone
ISs. Because mitochondrial-dependent acetyl-CoA generation
from glucose is required for fatty acid synthesis, we wondered
whether glucose replacement alone would be sufficient for
restoration of OS synthesis after mitochondrial-rich ISs were
lost. Thus, we repeated the glucose subretinal injection experi-
ments in older P23H pigs at P130, when dormant cones in thestreak had progressed to lose their ISs (Figures 2H–2K’). In these
older pigs, glucose replacement failed to restore cone ISs, cone
OSs, or electrophysiology (results not shown). We concluded
that IS assembly is a prerequisite for glucose-induced restora-
tion of cone OS synthesis, and, thus, glucose replacement to re-
activate cone OS synthesis is only effective before dormant
cones progress to the end-stage point of IS disassembly. Never-
theless, dormant cones in the streak lose OS synthesis initially,
and in P23H pigs there is a 4-month delay before IS disassembly
occurs. Thus, there is a substantial window for reactivation of OS
synthesis in dormant cones with glucose replacement before
end-stage disassembly of ISs occurs.
Txnip Is Required for Cone OS Synthesis and Function
Beyond simply providing metabolites for cone OS synthesis,
glucose induces gene transcription, and our results above
show glucose induces the fatty acid synthesis pathway in cones,
which might be critical to direct its metabolic pathway in these
cells. We then initiated studies to further examine how glucose
might be regulating its ownmetabolism in cones. Pyruvate dehy-
drogenase (PDH) is the gatekeeper for aerobic glycolysis, and it
catalyzes acetyl-CoA production from glucose-derived pyruvate
for fatty acid synthesis. Notably, acetyl-CoA is also the entry
point into the tricarboxylic acid (TCA) cycle, where resulting iso-
citrate andmalate act as precursors for most of the NADPH used
in the visual cycle (Adler et al., 2014). Consistent with an impor-
tant role for PDH in cone function, patients with PDH deficiency
not only display neurologic abnormalities, they also progress to
central vision loss (Brown et al., 1994). Also, knockdown of
PDH in zebrafish led to loss of cone function (Taylor et al.,
2004). The PDHε subunit is inhibited by Akt-dependent phos-
phorylation to block mitochondrial metabolism and drive
glucose-derived pyruvate into anaerobic metabolism for ATP
production in cancer (Chen et al., 2008; Hui et al., 2008; Cerniglia
et al., 2015). Txnip regulates Pten to control downstream Akt ac-
tivity, and it is thus required to prevent inhibitory PDH phosphor-
ylation, thereby promoting aerobic mitochondrial-based conver-
sion of glucose-derived pyruvate into acetyl-CoA for production
of both fatty acids and NADPH (Yoshioka et al., 2012; DeBalsi
et al., 2014; see also Figure 7A).
We hypothesized that the failure to induce Txnip in cones in
the P23H retina would lead to constitutive Akt activation and a
block in cone OS synthesis. To begin testing this hypothesis,
we compared Akt phosphorylation in WT retinas, where Txnip
is expressed in cones, and P23H retinas where Txnip is not ex-
pressed. We found phosphorylated Akt (P-Akt) accumulated in
P23H cones, where it was concentrated in ISs (Figure S5).
Next we examinined P-Akt in P23H cones following glucose in-
jection into the subretinal space. P-Akt decreased in cones in
parallel with glucose induction of Txnip and restoration of OS
synthesis (Figures 5A, 5B, and S5). These results demonstrated
that constitutive Akt activation highlights dormant cones, and
they suggested that glucose induction of Txnipmight be required
for preventing constitutive Akt activation in cones to permit OS
synthesis.
To directly test a role for Txnip in Akt activation and cone OS
synthesis, we used AAV8 transduction of Txnip small hairpin
RNAs (shRNAs) in WT pigs (Figure S6). In this virus, Txnip shRNACell Reports 15, 372–385, April 12, 2016 379
Figure 6. Subretinal Injection of AAV-
Expressing Txnip shRNAs Inhibits Cone
OS Synthesis and Electrophysiology and
Induces Constitutive Activation of Akt in
Cones, but It Does Not Affect Rod OS For-
mation or Rod Electrophysiology
AAV viruses (Figure S6) were injected in 30 ml
subretinally into the region of the visual streak in
WT pigs at P60, as described for cells and glucose
in Figures 3, 4, and 5. Eyes were harvested after
4 weeks.
(A) The control AAV-expressing GFP and a
scrambled Txnip shRNA sequence (Figure S6) in-
fected photoreceptors but not RPE or the inner
retina.
(B) The control AAV did not inhibit formation of
opsin+ COS.
(C) The AAV control did not inhibit RHO+ ROS.
(D) The control AAV virus did not inhibit immuno-
staining for Txnip in CIS.
(E) AAV-expressing Txnip shRNA and GFP do not
affect RHO+ rod OS formation or electrophysi-
ology (Figure S6).
(F) Txnip shRNA AAV inhibits Txnip expression.
(G and H) AAV-expressing Txnip shRNA and GFP
inhibited opsin+ OS formation.
(H) Higher power magnification of the outer retina
following infection with AAV-expressing Txnip
shRNA and GFP. Note opsin+ cone OSs are
confined to uninfected GFP cells. Arrows indi-
cate cone nuclei, which are confined to the outer
two rows of the ONL, where rods are excluded
(Figure 2A).
(I) AAV-expressing Txnip shRNA causes activation of Akt (P-Akt) in cones, which as noted comprise the outer two ONL rows in the pig. Note infected rods, which
make up the inner rows of the ONL, do not activate Akt. GFP is not expressed from the viral EF1a promoter following infection of RPE or Muller cells (Figure S6).
(J) Real-time PCR analyzing expression of Txnip mRNA inWT neural retina following infection with AAV Txnip shRNA in vivo (as in A–I; see Figure S6 for viral GFP
expression in the optic cup and sites of RNA isolation) and in vitro in primary culture of WT neural retina at P14 is shown.
(K) Quantification of results in (A)–(I) is shown.
(L) Quantification of the effects of AAV on photopic mfERG. See Figure S6 for representative mfERG and ffERGs. Control virus, n = 5; Txnip shRNA viruses, n = 8.
Scale bars represent 30 mm. SDs are shown.and GFP are expressed from a 1.8-kb fragment of the elongation
factor 1a (EF1a) gene promoter. As with transplantation of rod
precursors and glucose injection above, the virus was injected
subretinally in 30 ml, consisting of 2 3 1010 vector genomes, at
single sites above the optic nerve beneath the visual streak in
WT pigs at P40. We already have demonstrated that only cones
comprise the outer two rows of the ONL in pigs, with rods
confined to the inner rows of the ONL (Figure 2A; Wang et al.,
2014). It is then of note that GFP expression was evident in
both rod and cone photoreceptors (Figure 6A), demonstrating
efficient infection of photoreceptors. By contrast, we did not
observe GFP expression in RPE, Muller cells, or cells in the inner
retina. Lack of GFP expression in the inner retina, following sub-
retinal injection, might reflect failure of the virus to efficiently
penetrate into the inner retina under these conditions. But,
AAV8 has been shown previously to infect the RPE in pigs
following subretinal injection (Mussolino et al., 2011). However,
these studies were done with viruses where GFP was driven
by either a CMV promoter or a beta-actin promoter with a
CMV enhancer. Although, a smaller 300-bp fragment of the
EF1a promoter (lacking cell type specificity) has been utilized
to drive expression in multiple cell types, it is notable that380 Cell Reports 15, 372–385, April 12, 2016EF1a, although expressed in the developing RPE, is downregu-
lated in adult cells, and in zebrafish it is only re-induced in RPE
following retinal damage (Zheng and Baum, 2014; Burket et al.,
2008). Thus, it is likely that failure to observe GFP expression
in the RPE was due to lack of promoter activity in these cells
as opposed to no infection. We also tested the AAV Txnip shRNA
in cell culture. Primary cultures of neural retina cells from pigs
at P14 showed efficient GFP expression following infection,
whereas little GFP expression was evident following infection
of primary cultures of either RPE or Muller cells (Figure S6).
We assessed the effects of the Txnip shRNA and control vi-
ruses on electrophysiology, retinal histology, and immunostain-
ing 4 weeks after injection into WT pigs at P40. The control virus
did not affect retinal histology, Txnip expression, coneOS forma-
tion, rod OS formation, or electrophysiology (Figures 6A–6K and
S6). However, infection with the Txnip shRNA AAV caused
downregulation of Txnip mRNA in the neural retina in vivo and
in primary culture of neural retina from P14 pigs (Figures 6J
and S6). GFP+ cones infected with AAV expressing Txnip shRNA
showed loss of immunostaining for Txnip (Figures 6F and 6K).
Importantly, these GFP+ cones showed loss of cone opsin+
OSs and they accumulated activated P-Akt, whereas adjacent
uninfected cones maintained OSs and did not show P-Akt accu-
mulation (Figures 6G–6I and 6K). Consistent with loss of cone
OSs in the infected cones, there was a decrease in the photopic
mfERG in the region of Txnip shRNA virus injection, and some of
the eyes showed diminished photopic ffERG (Figures 6L and S6).
By contrast, in the same experiments, AAV Txnip shRNA-in-
fected rods continued to display RHO+ OSs and normal histol-
ogy, and the ERG in dim light (scotopic) to analyze rod electro-
physiology was not affected (Figures 6E, 6K, and S6). This
would be expected, as we did not detect Txnip expression in
rods. We conclude that, beyond providing metabolites for cone
OS synthesis, glucose induces expression of genes andmiRNAs
that direct its metabolism in cones. Induction of Txnip in cones
prevents constitutive Akt activation, thereby allowing glucose
metabolites to be diverted to aerobic metabolism, and then in-
duction of the fatty acid synthesis pathway directs these metab-
olites toward generation of cone OSs.
DISCUSSION
Glucose Transport to the Outer Retina
The most debilitating aspect of RP is diminished cone-depen-
dent high-resolution central vision. Because most mutations in
RP occur in rod-specific genes, this accompanying loss of
cone function is puzzling. Recent studies in primary cultures of
cones show that purified RdCVF added to the cultures can
bind a Glut1 complex on cone ISs and promote glucose uptake
into the cells (Aı¨t-Ali et al., 2015). Because RdCVF is expressed
by rods, loss of its expression following rod degeneration might
therefore restrict glucose uptake into cones. However, it is un-
clear whether the neuroprotective effect of RdCVF overexpres-
sion seen in vivo involves regulation of glucose uptake. Our
studies of the dynamics of glucose transport in the WT versus
P23H retina provide direct evidence of the problem with glucose
in the RP retina. We link onset of diminished mutant rod OS
extension to retention of glucose in the RPE, thereby preventing
its transport to both persistent mutant rods as well as cones.
Indeed, directly blocking rod OS formation by mutating the OS
protein rds/peripherin (Kedzierski et al., 1998) also classically
leads to RP with cone dormancy, supporting such a role for
rod OS loss in the initiation of RP. Because glucose becomes
sequestered in the RPE of the P23H knockin retina well before
mutant rod cell death (e.g., although diminished rod OS exten-
sion was evident at P35, extensive rod cell death did not occur
for another 2 months), the ensuing glucose starvation of the
mutant rods may contribute to their subsequent degradation.
RdCVF does not affect glucose uptake into rods (Aı¨t-Ali et al.,
2015), thus this failure of rods to take up glucose in the P23H
retina is not due to a change in expression of RdCVF. In their
model, overexpression of RdCVF in the subretinal space would
be expected to drive uptake of diminishing levels of glucose in
the subretinal space into cones as glucose becomes seques-
tered in the RPE, thereby delaying transition to cone dormancy.
But, once glucose is sequestered in the RPE and cone OS syn-
theis is lost, RdCVF is not capable of reinitiating OS synthesis
and reversing dormancy. Such reversal of dormancy requires
either rod transplantation to re-establish glucose transport or
glucose injection to bypass its retention in the RPE.Cone Survival and Dormancy in RP
Glucose starvation of cones in the visual streak during RP leads
to loss of functional structures. Yet, the cells survive in a dormant
state with little more than a nucleus persisting. We show that
cone dormancy is highlighted by constitutive Akt activation,
implying loss of upstream Pten function. Beyond regulation of
Akt activity to inhibit PDH activity and thereby drive anaerobic
metabolism (responsible for the loss of cone OS synthesis), the
Pten pathway is also a critical regulator of cell survival (Worby
and Dixon, 2014). Accordingly, diminished Pten activity has
been shown to be key to cone cell survival in mouse models of
RP (Venkatesh et al., 2015). The Pten phosphatase catalyzes
dephosphorylation of PIP3 to PIP2, which in turn negatively reg-
ulates two separate mTor kinase-dependent complexes in the
cell (Worby and Dixon, 2014; Masui et al., 2014). The mTor
complex 1 (mTorc1) promotes protein translation and is essen-
tial for maintaining translation and, thus, cell survival during
hypoxia, anaerobic glycolysis, and glucose/nutrient starvation;
in contrast, mTor complex 2 (mTorc2) catalyzes activating phos-
phorylation of Akt on serine 473 (the Akt-activating phosphoryla-
tion we analyzed above), which is the key pathway cells utilize to
metabolize glucose in response to insulin. This mTorc2/Akt
pathway is frequently constitutively activated in cancer, driving
cells into anaerobic glycolysis (Masui et al., 2014). Notably, these
twomTor complexes are highlighted by a key difference: mTorc1
contains Raptor whereas mTorC2 contains Rictor (Masui et al.,
2014). Importantly, it was shown that Raptor, and thus mTorc1,
is the pathway through which Pten regulates cone survival in
RP (Venkatesh et al., 2015). This would be consistent with the es-
tablished mTorc1-dependent function of promoting survival in
low-glucose/nutrient conditions, noted above. It then appears
that separable pathways downstream of Pten might branch to
regulate cone survival and the Akt-dependent balance in aerobic
versus anaerobic metabolism.
Regulation of Glucose Metabolism in Cones
The PDHε subunit is inhibited by Akt-dependent phosphorylation
to block mitochondrial metabolism and drive glucose-derived
pyruvate into anaerobic metabolism in cancer (Chen et al.,
2008; Hui et al., 2008; Cerniglia et al., 2015). Txnip is required
to prevent this inhibitory phosphorylation, thereby promoting
aerobic conversion of glucose-derived pyruvate into acetyl-
CoA for production of fatty acids and NADPH (Yoshioka et al.,
2012; DeBalsi et al., 2014; Figure 7A). Although Txnip is induced
by glucose, it feeds back to inhibit activity of Glut1, thereby
limiting glucose uptake (Yoshioka et al., 2012; Xu et al., 2013a,
2013b; DeBalsi et al., 2014; Figure 7B). In this way Txnip tightly
regulates the level of glucose in the cell. Further, palmitate, the
product of ACC and FAS, feeds back to activate the master
metabolic regulator, AMP kinase, which in turn inhibits Txnip (An-
dres et al., 2011). Thus, Txnip appears to serve as a hub to tightly
regulate glucose metabolism to fatty acids.
Txnip is thioredoxin-interacting protein and is required for the
formation of an active NADPH-thioredoxin complex that reduces
inhibitory disulfide bond formation in Pten (Hui et al., 2008). In the
absence of Txnip in heart, skeletal muscle, and fibroblasts,
oxidized/inactive Pten accumulates leading to phosphorylation
and, thus, constitutive activation of its downstream pathwayCell Reports 15, 372–385, April 12, 2016 381
Figure 7. Transplant of Rod Precursors Re-
stores Access of Cones to Glucose in the
P23H Retina Where Glucose in Turn Regu-
lates Its Own Metabolic Pathway
(A) Proposed pathways in rod-mediated re-
activation of end-stage dormant cones in RP are
shown.
(B) Txnip as a regulator of glucose metabolism to
fatty acids is shown (see text).component Akt. Then, as noted above, Akt in turn causes phos-
phorylation and inactivation of PDH, leading to diversion of
glucose to anaerobic metabolism (Hui et al., 2008; Yoshioka
et al., 2012). Our results provide evidence that glucose induction
of Txnip is serving a similar function in regulating Akt activity in
cones, thereby directing aerobic metabolism for OS synthesis.
Classically, Txnip binds thioredoxin and inhibits its function in
regulating reactive oxygen species (ROS) pathways and inflam-
matory complexes (DeBalsi et al., 2014). Yet, as noted above, it
promotes thioredoxin-NADPH activity in maintaining active Pten
and, in turn, preventing constitutive Akt activation (Hui et al.,
2008; Kwon et al., 2004). These seemingly contradictory func-
tions can be rationalized by evidence that Txnip inhibits NADH
production, which is an inhibitor of the thioredoxin-NADPH com-
plex, and in these ways it is able to directly block some thiore-
doxin functions, while promoting NADPH production/activity
and thus other thioredoxin functions. Indeed, such preservation
of NADPH activity in cones might be important for the visual cy-
cle as well.
Despite our finding that knockdown of Txnip in pig cones leads
to the loss of OSs and electrophysiologic function, Txnip muta-
tion in the mouse has not been linked to a loss in vision, and it
can prevent inflammation and vascular injury (El-Azab et al.,
2014). It is of note that Txnip is a member of the a-arrestin family,
and it is becoming clear that other family members also regulate
metabolism and negatively regulate glucose uptake like Txnip
(Patwari and Lee, 2012). So, species-specific patterns of expres-
sion of family members with overlapping functions might ac-
count for differences between pigs and mice.
Txnip in Rods and Cancer
As noted above, Txnip is a tumor suppressor whose mutation/
repression in cancer is important in switching glucose meta-
bolism from aerobic to anaerobic (e.g., the Warburg effect).
But, why is Txnip not induced by glucose in cancer cells or
rods, where glucose uptake is high? Accumulation of Hif1a in382 Cell Reports 15, 372–385, April 12, 2016solid tumors is linked to the Warburg
effect, where it acts at least in part
by repressing Txnip (Marı´n-Herna´ndez
et al., 2009; Geng et al., 2011). It has
been demonstrated that HDAC activity
is important for rod development and
ongoing viability (Chen and Cepko,
2007, 2009). HDAC4 function in rods has
beenexamined specifically and it requires
Hif1a activity (Chen and Cepko, 2009).
Surprisingly, the activity of HDAC4 inrods was cytoplasmic (demonstrating its key function is not his-
tone deacetylation at gene promoters in rods), where it promoted
stabilization of Hif1a. Likewise, HDAC4 is also critical for the
accumulation of Hif1a in cancer (Geng et al., 2011). Because
Hif1a represses Txnip, such activation of the HDAC4-Hif1a
pathway might explain dominant Txnip repression in rods, as
well as cancer cells, despite the presence of glucose. Indeed,
such repression of Txnip would remove feedback to limit Glut1
activity (Figure 7B), allowing deregulated glucose uptake. In
cones, downregulation of Txnip, and thus release of Txnip inhibi-
tion ofGlut1,might reflect an attempt to increase glucose uptake,
as available glucose diminishes in RP.
Clinical Implication of Reversing Cone Dormancy
Because glucose transport from the RPE to photoreceptors ap-
pears diminished in RP, approaches aimed solely at neuropro-
tection or regulating metabolic pathways within cones ultimately
will fail due to a lack of glucose metabolic building blocks for as-
sembly of cone functional structures. We demonstrate two ap-
proaches for addressing this glucose problem. First, we show
that WT rods can restore glucose transport to cones in the RP
retina, thereby eliminating the problem, at least in the region
of cell transplant. Multiple sites of cell transplantation appear
to function additively to produce a detectable global retina elec-
trophysiologic effect. Second, replacement of glucose in the
subretinal space can bypass its retention in the RPE and
thereby rapidly and efficiently restore dormant cone OS syn-
theis and electrophysiology in the region of injection. Notably,
injection of glucose at two sites in the visual streak was suffi-
cient to restore the full-field retinal electrophysiologic response
to a WT level within 3 days in the absence of rods. Challenges
remain in developing a therapeutic approach to provide long-
term access of cones to glucose in the RP retina, and it is likely
that the most successful approach will incorporate a combina-
tion of other therapies aimed at neuroprotection and metabolic
pathways.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
Embryonic Retinal Cell Isolation and Transplant and Glucose
Injection
All methods were approved by the University of Louisville Institutional Animal
Care and Use Committee and adhered to the Association for Research in
Vision and Ophthalmology Statement for Use of Animals in Ophthalmic and
Vision Research. GFP+ precursor cells were isolated at E65 as described in
detail previously (Zhou et al., 2011; Wang et al., 2014). Cells (50 ml) or media
containing 280 mM glucose were injected into two sites in the superior quad-
rant in the region of the visual streak, as described previously (Zhou et al.,
2011; Wang et al., 2014). Following cell transplant or glucose injection, pigs
were euthanized as retinas were analyzed for histology and immunostaining,
as described previously (Zhou et al., 2011; Wang et al., 2014). The number
of GFP/RHO+ cells forming monolayers and extending OSs was counted in se-
rial 20-mmsections spanning the entire transplant site, as described previously
(Zhou et al., 2011; Wang et al., 2014).
Photoreceptor Differentiation of Pig iPSCs
The swine iPSC photoreceptor differentiation protocol was described previ-
ously (Zhou et al., 2011). Cells expressing differentiation markers were
counted and compared to the total number of cells found in each field, as
determined by DAPI nuclear staining (Zhou et al., 2011). At least 2,000 cells
were examined in each experiment. All sets of experiments were performed
at least three times.
Immunostaining and Transmission Electron Microscopy
Immunostaining of pig retinas was described previously (Zhou et al., 2011;
Wang et al., 2014). The primary antibodies used were the following: mouse
anti RHO (Millipore, 1:300), rabbit anti-NRL (a generous gift from Anand Swar-
oop, National Eye Institute, 1:1,000; Wang et al., 2014), rabbit anti-calnexin
(Thermo Scientific, 1:500), rabbit anti red-green opsin (OPN1LW/OPN1MW;
Millipore, 1:500), chicken anti-JH492 and JH 455 anti-cone opsin (OPN1LW/
OPN1MW; gifts from Jeremy Nathans, Johns Hopkins, 1:5,000; Wang et al.,
2014), rabbit anti-ACACB (acetyl-CoA carboxylate beta; Novus, 1:100), mouse
anti-FAS (FASN; Novus, 1:100), mouse anti-NXNL2 (Genetex, 1:100), rabbit
anti-NXNL2/TXNL6 (Proteintech, 1:200), and rabbit anti-Txnip (Abcam,
1:100). Bound antibodies were visualized with either Alexa fluor 488- (Invitro-
gen, 1:500) or Alexa Fluor 568- (Invitrogen, 1:500) conjugated secondary anti-
bodies. We have described immunostaining for Akt phosphorylated on S473
previously (Liu et al., 2013, 2014). Nuclei were counterstained with DAPI,
and images were captured with a confocal microscope as described previ-
ously (Zhou et al., 2011; Wang et al., 2014). No immunostaining was evident
in the absence of primary antibodies. Transmission electron microscopy
(TEM) was performed as described in detail previously (Scott et al., 2014).
miRNA In Situ Hybridization
For in situ hybridization to miR-183, retinas were fixed in 10% formalin solution
immediately after removal and then paraffin-embedded and sectioned at
10 mm. LNA-modified, double-DIG-labeled DNA probes for miR-183 (50-TATG
GCACTGGTAGAATTCACTG) and scrambled control (50-GTGTAACACGTCT
ATACGCCCA) were purchased from Exiqon (Denmark), and in situ hybridiza-
tion was performed as we have decribed previously (Liu et al., 2014), with
modifications.
ERG Recordings
Our detailed ERG protocols have been reported previously (Ross et al., 2012).
From the ffERG response, the a-wave amplitude is measured from baseline to
trough, the b-wave amplitude from trough to peak, and the latency from stim-
ulus onset to the a-wave trough or b-wave peak. Immediately following the
ffERG, the jet electrodes are replacedwith Dawson Trick Litzkow (DTL) corneal
electrodes and the light-adapted mfERG is recorded. The mfERG stimulus is
positioned relative to the optic nerve head, using a fundus image that is
captured within the FMS VERIS System software (Electrodiagnostic). The
same software controls stimulus presentation. Responses are captured within
the visual streak as well as areas temporal, nasal, inferior, and superior to it.
Responses at each location are positioned relative to the fundus image to alignthem with the response spatial density profile. Topographic and response
amplitude maps are calculated by averaging individual n1-p1 response
amplitudes.
Primary Cell Culture and Real-Time PCR
Primary pig neural retina culturewas described previously (Zhou et al., 2011) as
was isolation and culture of pig RPE (Liu et al., 2010) andMuller cells (Hicks and
Courtois, 1990). RNA isolation and real-time PCR was described previously
(Zhou et al., 2011). Primers and conditions are described in Table S1. Results
were normalized to both actin and GAPDH mRNA levels with similar results.
Analysis of Fluorescent 2-Deoxy-Glucose In Vivo
Heterozygous P23H Rho knockin mice (Sakami et al., 2011) or WT littermates
were injectedwith 150ml 10mMfluorescently labeled2-deoxy-glucose (Thermo
Fisher Scientific) in the tail vein at P35. Immunofluorescence was analyzed at
15 min, 1 hr, and 2 hr time points after injection, as described (Rajaram et al.,
2013; Frees et al., 2014). At this time, eyes were frozen and sections were
analyzed microscopically for fluroescence using optical filters designed
for fluorescein. Notably, no fluorescent labeling was seen in mice following
sham tail vein injections.
Statistics
Significance was calculated by Student’s t test. Power was calculated for a
one-sample Z-test. Error bars in figures are SDs.
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